Technologies
	Technology 	Products	Description	Advantages	Disadvantages	Costs	Coordinations	Comments	Gene Input	Mike Input
	surface treatments	Anti-microbial Sealants	Surface liquid or spray that is applied to finishes to coat surface, inhibiting growth of viruses, bacteria, mold and fungi.  Some claim to destroy pathogens when in contact for period of time, 	Quick to apply, relatively lower cost initially, can be applied by trained janitorial staff.  Best if applied using electrostatic sprayers, but can be done with foggers and normal sprayers.	Requires reapplication as it gets worn off (some claim 90 days up to a year effectiveness), or removed, requires care in applying to ensure even coverage, may require special applicators, training	As low as 2.4 cents per SF (only used 4 gallons of concentrate to treat PVI 235,000 sf)	Can be used with filters or other technology if needed. Does not eliminate the need to clean and disinfect.	Claims to prevent pathogens on all surfaces for 90 days to one year.  Provides added level of protection beyond cleaning.  Does not address other gasses (VOC's) or odors. May not be needed if DHP or BPI is effective. 	This is not really air treatment.  If this spreadsheet is intended to focus on air treatment, then we shouldn't include surface sealants.  If the spreadsheet is intended to be broader to reflect all TOP tiers, we should include cleaning and testing.	Concur not airborne treatment, could be eliminated if desire is to focus on only airborne
	Filters 	MERV 13 Filters	MERV 13 minimum filters to capture smaller particles	Captures pathogens that attach to dust or other particles	Doesn’t destroy pathogens and may not filter out Viruses - currently difficult to get, can't be used on many older systems without additional costs to modify the system.	MERV-13 filters run $7 to $75 each, and they replace the cost of lower MERV filters.	This should be done wherever possible to conform with current ASHRAE recommendations.  Use in conjuntion with other technologies where feasible.	Does not increase or decrease maintenance requiements (all filters require periodic cleaning or replacement). MERV-13 is the minimum recommended by ASHRAE and many systems can handle them without extensive modifications, some older systems may need modifications.  Higher MERV or HEPA (or ULPA) filters normally require HVAC system upgrades.	MERV-13 Filters do not cost that much.  You can find them on Amazon for $7 to $75 depending on size.  Grainger was similar cost.  Plus, you need to take into account that you would be paying for lower MERV filters so that is a cost "savings" that needs to be taken into account.	agreed.  MERV 13 filters appear to be lowest cost option.  I don’t know if parents or concerned parishioners are willing to accept that as sufficient treatment and protection for occupants
	Electrostatic filtration	SandersFilters	Self charging electrostatic filter at MERV 7 that can capture smaller particles up to MERV 13 or 14	Self charging	Requires frequent replacement as it gets clogged; may need careful (hazardous material) disposal.	$20/Sf	Doesn’t require additional treatments.	Requires periodic replacement, requires special PVC frames and gaskets that are custom made to system, can purchase material in bulk, and cut to size, then tape in place of normal filter media. Replaces or enhances existing filters.	I'm still not clear on how this can be taped to existing filter media. 	the distributor called it "Tape and Drape", which means the same frame is used with a sheet of the sandersfilter media cut to size and then taped into the frame.
	Bi-Polar Ionization	Phenomenal Air	Ionizer that generates positive and negative ions from water vapor	Claims that it requires no maintenance; claims that it kills all pathogens, mold, fungi in air and on surfaces.	AASHRAE does not think it reduces COVID - not sure why when they think other ionization processes do	costs vary depending on size of device - total cost similar to DHP	Doesn’t require additional treatments*	Uses electrical field to create ions in water vapor, runs when blower on, requires periodic cleaning of brushes, 	The literature I've read says that it does require some minor annual maintenance: "brushes" or "needles" need to be cleaned annually, and maybe replaced at some long term point.	Yes, I have heard that for heavy contamination of smoke, dust, etc, they expect to change the brushes on a periodic basis.  I don’t understand how you would know when it is time to change the brushes.  Does the device have sensors?  Are we able to monitor performance?4
	Bi-Polar Ionization	Iwave	Ionizer that generates positive and negative ions from water vapor	Removes multiple particles, molds, spores, etc	Requires multiple number of units, at least one for each ducted system	$1600 to $1922 per unit - the proposal St. Ann got was $470/unit.	Doesn’t require additional treatments*	Requires separate power sources, fits into ducts	*BPI technologies claim to treat the surface as well as the air, similar to DHP.  I'm not sure that's true.  If not, then surface treatments would still be needed.	I heard that claim as well, I am guessing they base it on a saturation of the space and that puts the ions on the surfaces.  I suspect that a cleaning protocol is still required
	Dry Hydrogen Peroxide	DHP	Uses ionization to generate DHP to act as Ion to disable pathogens	Kills all pathogens, reduces VOC's, kills odors and kills/drives away many pests (flies, spiders, fleas, roaches (to a limited extent), etc.). 	Requires replacement of "Sail" (sails changed quarterly ~$300/year)	$4000 for portable unit, to treat 2000 SF; $2500 for portable unit at 1200 SF; $2200 for in-duct units.	Doesn’t require additional treatments	Each separate system must be treated (true for all options), requires multiple units for entire facility, can include desk top units, or wall mounted units
	Radio Catalytic Ionization	RCI	Uses UV light and photocatalytic reactions of titanium Dioxide to create friendly oxidants to clean the air	creates same oxidation and ionization as naturally occurring sunlight, using germicidal UV light.  And combines these ionizing properties with photocatalytic reactions of specific metals.	TBD	TBD	TBD
	UV Lights	UltraviolteGermacidal UVGI lights	Utilizes ultraviolet lights at various wavelenghts 	UV light technology to destroy cell walls, kills most pathogens.	Can be harmful to humans, requires special placement in ducts, can create ozone. May need extensive UVC system to ensure effective contact kill time.	Varies, single lamp $1186, dual lamp $1446, triple lamp $2166, quad lamp $2596	Can be paired with MERV 13 filters for capture-kill capability to provide adequate contact time**	Each system requires separate unit, requires sufficent contact time to be fully effective, usually duct mounted but room-specific celing moutned units and portable units are available.	**If MERV-13 filters don't filter out the virus (coronavirus is smaller than MERV-13 efficiency), how does the capture part of capture-kill work?  	MERV 13 filters capture the dust particles that the virus will attach itself to when airborne
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